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Introduction

                           What is Communication ??
 
Communication is simply the act of transferring

information from one place or person to another.
 



PROCESS OF COMMUNICATION

Process of communication is a combination of
various activities in which message sent by the
sender is received and understand by the receiver.
The process of communication consists of many
element.

Which are discussed below :-
1. Sender :- Sender is a person who generate an idea
                        or thought from the source of message.

He arrange the idea in a manner that can be
understood by the receiver.



2. Message :- It is an idea or information or thought.
The message is conveyed to the receiver in a
manner so that receiver could understand it
subjective. The message can be conveyed verbally
or by speaking and in written form.
 
3. Encoding :- It refers to giving meaning to the
or converting ideas into codes which can be
understand by the receiver. It is to translate the
message in words, symbols or in jesters



4. Transmitter :-  It a medium or channel
through     which the sender sent the
message. The choice of a channel depends on
the message to be conveyed.
 
5  Receiver :-  Receiver is the person to whom
the        message is conveyed. Sometimes it
may be a group or persons to whom the
message is conveyed. We should not use
complicated symbols and difficult words to
sent the message to the receiver.



6. Decoding :-  When the receiver receives the
message, he translates the message it into meanining
full information which is called decoding. The receiver
receives the messages is the transmission but the way
by which he understands the message is decoding.
 
7. Noise :-  It is the disturbing factor in the process of
communication. It disturbs the quality of the message.
When a message is being transmitted from sender to
receiver , sometimes noise become the hindrance or
obstruction in receiving the message.
 



8. Feedback :-  It is the response
which gives by the receiver  to the
sender after receiving the
message. It is the reciprocal
communication process where
receiver becomes the sender and
sender become receiver. In face to
face communication the sender
can immediately receive the
feedback.



BARRIES OF THE COMMUNICATION







In attendances : In this barriers sender want to say
something but receiver is not active      or receiver
inactive
 
Organizational Structure : Poor structure to the
communication , A      week delivery , A
mixed message.
 
Noise : Being on the phone to one person and talking
to another person in the same room and also       being
distracted by some dominate noise.



Lack of Planning : With out planning , what are you
saying
 
Cultural : The norms of social interaction very          greatly
in different cultures , the concept          of personal space
varies between cultures          and between different setting
 
Poor Listing :  This happens when the receiver of the
communication lacks patience to hear                    complete
message. In such case the                         listener does not
hear complete                    message



Lack of interest : If you talk to
your friends and he is not paying
attention towards you that what
are saying. That’s mean he is not
interested.




